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ABSTRACT e.g., flux--generate this answer. Complications
arise from heterogeneity in the flow system and

Using a probabilistic inverse method, an estimate insufficiency of the data. These complications re-
is made of the groundwater flux through the un- quire a probabilistic solution.
saturated tuff matrix at drill hole USW II-1 in

Yucca Mountain. The most like", flux is found to CALCULATIONS

be between 0 and 0.01 mm/yr--virtually a hydro-
static condition. This result is consistent at ali In-situ saturations have been measured at

elevations where in-situ data are available, includ- drill hole USW H-l, which is located approxi-
ing the upper nonwelded strata. This study has mately 400 m north of the potential repository,
implications for flow-model validation and future at the confluence of 2 washes (Figure 1). 1,3 The
data collection, data are clustered about 6 elevations and show a

wide range of values at each_levation that indi-

| INTRODUCTION cates heterogeneous media (Figure 2--note espe-
cially the saturations around 1082 m).

Groundwater flow through the unsaturated 'tufts at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is difficult to Error ranges are not reported for the USW

I measure and ,,*'

prese..,,y must be deduced from H-1 saturations. It is possible that the spread in

other data. By applying in-situ potentials to char- observed saturations is caused by measurement er-
acteristic curves for welded tufts (assuming a unit rot or by alteration of the samples, e.g., by not
head gradient), researchers from the U.S. Geologi- accounting for trapped ,air or by wetting from
cal Survey (USGS) have estimated the groundwa- the drilling fluid. An assumption underlying this
ter flux in the tuff matrix of the Topopah Spring study is that the measured in-situ data represent
Member to be between 10-z and 0.2 mm/yr. 1,2 the actual saturations, and therefore the actual

These estimates are substantially lower than the heterogeneity, at USW H-1.
0.5-to-4.5-mm/yr infiltration rate also suggested
by the USGS. 2 The flow model used to produce the calcu-

lated saturations is based on Darcy's law, and it
In this paper, a new estimate is presented of describes one-dimensional, vertical, steady-state

the most likely groundwater flux through the tuff flow. 4 Model parameters are flux, stratigraphy
matrix. The estimate is based on comparing mea- (spatial proportions of the flow media), and the
sured, in-z;tu saturations at drill hole USW H-1 in hydrologic properties of the stratigraphic units.
Yucca Mountain with saturations calculated us- The fluxes--the quantities of interest--considered

ing a flow model. In this "inverse problem," the are 0, 0.01, 0.1, and 0.5 mm/yr. The stratig-
answer--the in-situ saturations--is known and the raphy is based on the lithologic stratigraphy for
question becomes what model and parameters m USW H-1 (Figure 2). 3 Hydrologic properties are

assigned to each layer in the stratigraphy by
sampling directly from the data for 93 samples

" This work was performed at Sandia National from 7 drill hol_: USW G-4, s,e USW GU-3, 5,6
Laboratories for the U.S. Department of En- USW G-l, z UE-25a #6, s UE-25a #1, s UE-25

ergy, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Man- UZ #4, s and UF_,-25UZ #5 s (Figure 1). (Unfor-
agement, Yucca Mr,, ltain Site Characterization tunately, no hydrologic-property data were taken

Project, under contl_ct DF_,-AC04-76DP00789. for the samples from USW H-1.) These sam-
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pies were chosen because a full set of hydrologic Several statistical tests--Student's l, Wilcox.-
properties is known for each. The main advan- son, and Median (note that each has different
tage of sampling directly from the data is that the assumptions)--were conducted to test the hypoth-
correlations between hydrologic parameters---e.g., esis that the calculated-saturation CDFs are from
saturated conductivity and porosity--are implicit, an identical population to the in-situ-saturation
The hydrologic-property characteristic curves are CDFs. In general, the hypothesis is rejected with
described using the van Genuchten model2 significance for the 0.1-mm/yr and 0.5-mm/yr

fluxes; i.e., they do not match the observed
Figure 2 presents the result of a single data. For the 0- and 0.01-mm/yr fluxes, the re-

flow calculation that matches the in-situ saturn- sults are inconclusive, although highly suggestive
tions. The solution was calculated with a flux that the most likely flux either is between 0 and
of 0.01 mm/yr and with hydrologic properties 0.01 mm/yr or varies slightly down the drill hole
from the samples listed alongside the names of the in the neighborhood of 0 and 0.01 mm/yr.
strata.

(Additional calculations show that a flux of
For the probabilistic calculations, 100 differ- 0.001 mm/yr provides the best fit at 4 elevations--

ent problem domains were constructed. Each do- in general, however, without statistical signifi-
main used the same stra_'igraphy, but the hydro- cance.)
logic properties for each stratum in a domain were
assigned by randomly selecting the properties of a Analyzing saturations separately at each ele-
sample from the set of data samples for that stra- vation, as done above, rests on an implicit assump-
tum. Saturations were then calculated for each tion that the saturations at different elevations are

of the 100 domains at each of the 4 fluxes listed independent. To look at the spatial dependence of
above, the saturations, each calculation can be examined

individually to determine how well it matches the

RESULTS in-situ data. By pairing the calculations, a range
of fluxes can be examined.

Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
were constructed for the calculated saturations at Figure 5 shows the probability that different
sach of the 6 elevations corresponding to the ele- ranges of fluxes produce saturations outside the
vations where in-situ data were taken. Figures 3 ranges of the in-situ saturations. Ranges of fluxes
and 4 show the probability of calculating a given were used to create each curve in Figure 5 be-
saturation at elevations of 900 m and 1268 m, re- cause, as indicated by the statistical testing dis-
spectively. The 900-melevation corresponds to the cussed above, none of the 4 fluxes could be ex-
cluster of 12 in-situ-saturation data points in the pected to match ali the in-situ data with any rea-
lower Topopah Spring Member (TSw2), a welded- sonable frequency. To make the flux ranges, the
tuff stratum; the 1268-m elevation corresponds fluxes were paired--0 to 0.01, 0.01 to 0.1, and 0.1

to the 3 data points located near the top of the to 0.5 mm/yr--and calculated saturations ,erom
Yucca Mountain Member, a nonwelded-tuff stra- each pair were compared with the in-situ ranges.
turn (Figure 2). Results are similar, although per- If, at ali elevations, at least one of the pair of cal-
haps not as striking, for the other elevations, culated saturations fell within the in-situ ranges

or the pair of calculated saturations bounded the

For the 900-m elevation, the match between in-situ ranges, the pair was added to the 0 bin; if
the in-situ saturations (the solid line) and the sat- both of the calculated saturations were lower than
urations calculated with a 0-mm/yr flux (the dot- the in-situ range at only one of the elevations, the
ted line) is qualitatively very good. The larger pair of calculations was added to the -1 bin; if
variance in the calculated saturations is to be ex- both of the calculated saturations were higher at
pected because, first, the hydrologic-property data one of the elevations, the pair of calculations was
came from several different, remote sites, and sec- added to the 1 bin, etc.
ond, too few in-situ data were taken to resolve the
tails of the distribution. For the 1268-m elevation, Only saturations at 5 elevations were used to

the 0.01-mm/yr flux (the dashed line) provides the create Figure 5; the 1225-m elevation was omitted
best match, because only a single datum exists there and hence
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the "in-situ range" is inadequate. It is also worth CONCLUSIONS
noting that almost every calculation, no matter
the flux, matches the saturations at the 770-m el- The obvious conclusion is that, if these re-
evation, primarily because it falls near the tension- suits are correct, there is for ali practical purposes
saturated zone above the water table, no water flow through the tuff matrix at USW

H-1 in Yucca Mountain. Of particular surprise is

As shown in Figure 5, 63% of the calculations that this result also appears to hold for the upper
using fluxes of 0 to 0.01 mm/yr produce satura- nonwelded strata. If water does infiltrate Yucca
tions that fall within or bound the in-situ satu- Mountain, it is diverted very near the surface (per-
rations at ali 5 elevations. For fluxes of 0.01 to haps in the alluvium), or it flows primarily as va-
0.1 mm/yr, 3% of the calculations produce match- por, or it flows primarily through the fractures
ing saturations at all 5 elevations. For fluxes of 0.1 without interacting with the matrix.
to 0.5 mm/yr, no calculations produce matching
saturations at ali 5 elevations. A second conclusion is that the simple flow

model that was used in this paper is consistent
These results were achieved using a one- with the observed conditions at Yucca Mountain.

dimensional, vertical-flow model, and therefore, Because the answer is a no-flow condition, how-
are strictly valid only for downward flow. An argu- ever, many models could be consistent with the
ment can be made, however, that if do_vnward flow observed conditions. This situation should be rec-
is negligible at USW H-l, then lateral flow is also ognized when attempting to validate flow models
negligible. According to Darcy's law, groundwa- for Yucca Mountain. A flow model could match
ter flow is dependent on the hydraulic conductivity observed conditions and still neglect effects that
(which in unsaturated conditions is dependent on potentially dominate the flow system, e.g., vapor
the saturation) and the head gradient• Therefore, flow or flow in fractures.
if significant lateral flow is present at USW H-1, at
least one of three situations should exist. (1) The A third conclusion is that the data set should

a saturations should be elevated above those that be improved, both to achieve statistically valid re-

would be seen if flow occurs only in the down- suits in future analyses, and to allow investigationward direction (greater flow in any direction typi- of the alternative flow processes implied by this

i cally implies greater saturation). However, the in- study. Suggestions for future data gathering aresitu saturations only indicate a near hydrostatic as follows. (1) Report error ranges. (2) Report
condition. (2) The small-scale hydraulic conduc- and attempt to minimize data sampling biases.
tivity should be significantly anisotropic, allowing For instance, deviations from sampling at ran-
lateral flow without an accompanying increase in dom locations should be reported. (3) Take a full
saturation. However, small-scale anisotropy has suite of measurements for a representative num-

not been seen at Yucca Mountain. s (3) A lateral ber of samples. In-situ-saturation samples should
head gradient should be present, causing lateral also have measurements taken of porosity, satu-
flow without a change in saturation or hydraulic rated hydraulic conductivity, moisture-retention
conductivity. In this case, greater head would be curves, etc. (4) Measure additional parameters•
necessary in some lateral direction from USW H-1 Maximum moisture content is needed to deter-

(presumably toward the up-dip of the strata), and mi,le whether there is air trapped in unconnected
less head in the opposite direction (presumably pores that could distort saturation measurements.
down-dip). Greater head causes greater satura- Wetting-moisture-retention curves are needed for
tion. Thus, saturations in some lateral direction analyses of transient flow and analyses of mecha-
would have to be greater than those expected for nisms that keep water from entering the matrix.
negligible flow; saturations in the opposite direc- (5) Sample enough at a given location to deter-
tion would have to be smaller. However, it is very mine the probabilit:/distributions of both in-situ

unlikely that USW H-1 was randomly placed in a and hydrologic-property data. For a probabilistic
!ocation where saturations would equal those ex- analysis like this one, 5 measurements at locations
pected for negligible flow. Because site data do spaced every 5 m down the drill core are more use-
not support the existence of any of these three sit- ful than 1 measurement every 1 m. (6) Collect
uations, it is likely that lateral flow is negligible in data concerning vapor flow and flow in fractures.
the vicinity of USW H-1. For example, groundwater ages could be useful in
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determining the primary flow mechanisms. If flow 8. L.E. FLINT and A.L. FLINT, "Preliminary
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Figure 1. Map of the Yucca Mountain vicinity,

3_'5r30" -- showing the location of USW H-1 and the loca-

tions of the 7 drill holes where the hydrologic-
property data used in this paper were taken. Thick

usw vsw H- line indicates boundary of the potential repository;
thin lines indicate topographic features.
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i DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Governmentnor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product,or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Governmentor any agency thereof.
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Figure 2. In-situ-saturation data taken at drill hole USW H-1 (circles and trianglea--note, the references
offer no explanation for the differences in the data), and a saturation profile (solid line) calculated using
a one-dimensional flow model with a steady-state flux of 0.01 mm/yr. Hydrologic-properties of the media
assigned from the samples are given in parentheses. (The sample identifier is the drill-hole identifier and the
approximate collection depth in meters; 'H' indicates horizontal; 'a' or 'b' or 'c' indicates one of a series of
samples from the same depth.)
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Figure 3. CDF of in-situ saturations at 900 m compared with CDFs of calculated saturations.
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Figure 5. Probability that a given calculation produces saturations outside the range of in-situ saturations at
5 elevations at USW H-1. Positive numbers indicate the number of elevations where the calculated saturation

is too high; negative numbers indicate the number of elevations where the calculated saturation is too low.
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